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"Lasting change can occur rapidly with the right tools."
Many of us have gone through very challenging times in our lives which
have helped to foster limiting beliefs, and even self sabotaging programs.
All of this has given our inner critics ammunition to disturb our inner peace
and to challenge our self esteem. Left unchecked, as Carolyn Myss says,
“Our biography becomes our biology.” and illness can ensue.
David is the U.S. Coordinator for Life Alignment
(www.life-alignment.net), a system of energy healing. It
can be seen that our body is like a computer. It stores the
memories of trauma, disease, pollutants, and lifestyle
stresses. In that sense our issues are held in the tissues.
Life Alignment is a means of accessing that computer to identify these
underlying causes and to energetically release them. Energy blockages are
released through balancing vibrational energy points associated with the
organs, glands and systems of the body. Life Alignment is a gentle, yet
powerful process to foster self-empowerment and transformation. It
promotes healing on a cellular and causal level, rather than just addressing
symptoms. This includes gaining insight into the root system of issues that
may have been holding us back for years so these blocks to our fulfillment
can be released.
David is an advanced teacher of Life Alignment. He
has a private psychotherapy practice in Boulder, Colorado
and uses Life Alignment as a form of body centered
psychotherapy. In addition to this, David is a certified
Mediator, an Executive Coach and a Corporate Trainer,
teaching programs to senior managers of major
corporations. David is a past President of the Colorado
Association of Psychotherapists.
If you are curious about how he works, please contact him for a free 20
minute consultation (by phone or in the office) to discuss how he can be
helpful to you. For more information about his services, please visit
www.psychotherapistboulder.com.

